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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT continued �� !  �

Review continued

Although we had to deal with a much wider range of products

than in the past and a record production run rate during the first

six months of the year, together with the investments for the

new Malaysian plant, we made aggressive capital expenditure

amounting to HK$299.8 million in 2004.  Over the years, we

have continued to streamline our working capital management.

Last year, we saw the fruits of our past efforts and achieved

record inventory turnover of 7.06 times (2003: 5.03 times), with

our ending inventory HK$554.8 million only slightly increased

by 4.8% in order to deal with the much higher revenue.

Coupled with our good collection efforts, the small addition in

operating capital requirement during 2004 resulted in a record

free cash flow of HK$957.6 million (2003: HK$392.6 million)

and a return on invested capital of 67.2% (2003: 39.7%).

Liquidity and Financial Resources

The Group’s shareholders’ funds increased to HK$2,177,465,000

as at 31 December 2004 (2003: HK$1,915,502,000).  As

there were no long term borrowings, gearing of the Group

was zero, the same as for the past five years.

Although HK$706.9 million was paid as dividends and

HK$299.8 million was spent in capital investments during the

twelve-month period, due to good control of working capital

and strong positive cash flow from operation, cash on hand

as of 31 December 2004 increased by 48.8% to

HK$763,359,000 (2003: HK$513,078,000).  In fact, a good

portion of the capital investments were funded by the current

year’s depreciation of HK$182.1 million.

There was no bank borrowing as of 31 December 2004.

Current ratio was 3.47.  Account receivables have been tightly

monitored during the year, and together with higher revenues

resulted in a major improvement to 57.0 days sales outstanding

(2003: 96.4 days)

The Group has minimal currency exposure as the majority of all

sales were denominated in U.S. dollars.  On the other hand, the

disbursements were mainly in U.S. dollars, Hong Kong dollars,

Singapore dollars and Renminbi.  The limited yen-based

receivables were offset by some accounts payables in yen to

Japanese vendors.
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT continued �� !  �

Human Resources

ASM places special emphasis on both recruiting and keeping

first-class employees, not only through competitive

remuneration packages but also by a total commitment to

rigorous staff development opportunities and training

programs. In general, salary review is conducted annually.

In addition to salary payments, other benefits include

contributions to provident fund schemes and medical

subsidies.  Discretionary bonus and bonus shares may be

granted to eligible staff based on the Group’s financial results

and individual performance.

As at 31 December 2004, the total headcount of the Group

worldwide was approximately 6,800 people.

Prospects

According to Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), sales of

semiconductors for consumer devices in 2004 were for the first

time in industry history greater than sales for corporate gear.

With the consumer a more important driver for the

semiconductor market, in future the health of the chip sector

will be tied more to macroeconomic factors.  As outlook in

consumer spending remains positive and semiconductor

content is rising in numerous end products, most industry

analysts (VLSI Research, Dataquest, WSTS, SIA, iSuppli) forecast

a moderate single-digit (0 – 9%) growth for the semiconductor

industry in 2005, after a splendid 2004 that hit record revenues

of US$217 billion, to be followed by higher growth rate in 2006.

According to the 2004 Electronic Trend Publication, IC unit

volume is projected to have compound annual growth rate

(CAGR) of 10.55% over the 2003 – 2008 period.

To meet the constant challenges of higher performance,

diversified functionalities, cost reduction and product

miniaturization, more and more IC packages are being designed

with finer line width, stacked die, chip scale form factor

(e.g. QFN) and system in package (SIP), necessitating the latest

generation of assembly equipment.  For the assembly

equipment market, the rate of change this year will depend

on the timing of the recovery of the IC packaging segment

in adding capacity-related equipment.  Most pundits (VLSI

Research, Dataquest, SEMI) currently project a negative growth

for 2005 ranging from 2 – 22% and expect a double-digit

increase again in 2006.
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT continued �� !  �

Prospects continued

In the recent years, the assembly equipment industry has been

characterized by its quick swings upwards or downwards

responding to end-market inventory-level adjustments.

To ensure that ASM can flexibly cope with such sudden surges

or a prolonged slowdown, management has instructed our

manufacturing and marketing teams to carefully evaluate our

raw materials pipe-line and work-in-progress (WIP) and take

appropriate actions.  Although it is premature to draw any

conclusions, unlike the previous quarter we have seen some

rush orders for capacity-related equipment like wire bonders

in the recent weeks.  Hopefully this may indicate that we have

passed the trough and the turning point has arrived sooner

than the sceptics’ projection of the second half of the year.

Although it is more challenging to manage and develop multiple

products serving diversified market segments, over the years

we have persisted with this business philosophy to build a

thriving company more resilient to industry fluctuation than

our competitors.  Our differentiated, exciting new wire and die

bonders (as mentioned in the Review Section) with unmatched

cost-of-ownership and process capability, e.g. 30 microns pad

pitch and copper wire bonding, should propel ASM forward by

gaining new customers in the industry’s biggest and second

largest product market segments.  The good progress we made

in recent years on flip chip bonders, encapsulation equipment,

integrated test handlers and other chip size/scale (CSP)

assembly equipment have laid a solid foundation for growth,

empowering ASM to aggressively pursue future market

opportunities.  Leading customers have shown their recognition

of our long-term commitment to leadframes - as evident in our

new China and Malaysian plants - and demonstrated

enthusiasm to expand business with us.

The key to reinforcing our strategic partnerships with customers

lies in our ability to provide them with integrated business

solutions over and above our state-of-the-art products.

By supporting clients with different packaging and factory

automation solutions using ASM equipment and leadframes,

such as image sensor assembly, QFN packaging, high

brightness LED, copper wire bonding, etc., we are offering them

unparalleled value propositions that have repeatedly unlocked

doors not accessible by a standalone product field evaluation.

And facing new challenges such as bonding on low k dielectric,

fine line width, copper interconnect and thin wafers, our

customers appreciate ASM’s continued process enhancements

to answer their needs. Our innovative solution-selling strategy

markedly differentiates us from all our competitors, enabling us

to further expand our business.
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT continued �� !  �

Prospects continued

To further strengthen our R&D analytical equipment and

information technology infrastructure, the rapid prototyping of

parts to support our equipment product development, and

equipping our Malaysian plants with tooling, stamping and

plating capabilities, capital investment of HK$200 million was

planned for 2005.  Management believes that our aggressive

and consistent investments for the future in facilities, process

and product developments will lead the Company to higher

ground and yield a corresponding return.

With the wealth of process and enabling technologies

accumulated over the years, a track record of successful

execution of our customer-centred business strategy and the

most efficient cost structure in our industry, ASM is well-

positioned to compete in the market place.  Our 34.9% revenue

lead over the closest competitor in 2004 further crystallized our

premier position in the industry.  The lengthy battle for market

share in a dynamic market environment naturally favours the

combatant who possesses richer resources and a greater

abundance of world-class products.  It is management’s belief

that ASM will continue to out-perform our industry peers in both

strong and soft market scenarios.

Appreciation

During the last year our company has, as promised, refused to

rest on its laurels and produced not only better solutions for its

customers but exceptional results for its shareholders.  This has

only been possible because the men and women of many

different nationalities in many countries who constitute the ASM

family have continued to turn in outstanding performances in

their work every day.  Without them, we would not have a

business, and on behalf of the Board I would again like to place

on record our appreciation of their accomplishments during the

past year.  Because of them, we are number one in the

assembly equipment industry – and I know I can speak for all of

us at ASM when I say that we have every intention of retaining

that position next year!

Arthur H. del Prado

Chairman

24 February 2005
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